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Day 1: Too much empathy is killing your product  
 

Hey fellow designer,  

I got to confess. It does feel a bit weird writing about numbers and empathy in the same context. For 

a long time, I have seen them as opposites. Talking to some of my designer friends, I have realized 

that many share my view. 

We are afraid that if we get too data-driven, we will lose the very thing that makes us designers. 

Empathy. We fear that we will start making design decision just for the sake of numbers and forget 

about humans. 

Truth to be told, some of the fears are justified. 

Subverted design 

There are plenty of examples where business goals have trumped over the user experience. 

Have you seen Facebook Messenger Kids? It's basically Facebook for 6 year-olds with some 

parental controls. But honestly, do 6-year-olds need a messenger app or is this just a strategy for 

Facebook to hook kids on their service? 
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Another famous example is Booking.com, which always shows us how many users are looking at 

this hotel right now and how "hot" the property is. Here is the design for a hotel in Berlin. Pay 

attention to the red text. 

 

I have searched for hotels in 10 different cities around the world and found another interesting 

pattern. The third listing was always sold out. Just to create additional pressure by showing what can 

happen if you wait too long. 

 

So, why care about metrics at all? 

First of all, data is not bad. In general, more data means more insight, not less. Yes, it is important 

what kind of data we have but if we can get the high-quality one, we are better off with it. Having 

more (and better) data leads to more informed design decisions. 

Empathy is just one of the sources of that data. And we should definitely keep utilizing it. But just 

relying on empathy for our decisions is risky. There is only so much that an average tech worker or 

designer can understand about some user groups. Ask yourself, how much could you really 

empathize with Trump supporters? 
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Also, I feel that lately, empathy has also become a buzzword that some designers use to justify 

decisions that can't really be supported by any data. This is not empathy but more like 

emotions-guessing. Empathy is great but let's see it for what it really is: fact-gathering. 

 

Combined with empathy, data also helps us avoid opinion based discussions. So, when your 

colleague says he does not like your design, you can simply point to metrics and explain how this 

will lead to the accomplishment of your goals (which you both previously agreed on). 

And this brings us to the next advantage of metrics: uniting a team. Having a clear goal helps a 

team align, focus its efforts in the same direction and speed up the decision making process.  

Furthermore, we designers often have a problem that we can't really prove the value or progress of 

our work. Quantifiable metrics can also help with that. 

As other departments talk about their work and progress mostly in numbers, using metrics will help 

us improve communication with non-designers. This can help our design team become more 

relevant in our organization. It can also advance your personal career. Speaking business was 

critical in careers of many design leaders in our community. 

The solution: Design Metrics Canvas 

Even with all the advantages I presented above, you still might be asking: How do I make sure that I 

am doing the best for our users and not just driving the business results? 
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I have faced the same question myself, and Design Metrics Canvas is my answer. I will present it in 

tomorrow's email. 

Cheers, Alen 

 
 

Day 2: Meet the Design Metrics Canvas 
 
Hi! 

I have a lot of designer friends who love to make fun of business buzzwords. Especially metrics such 

as ROI, EBITDA, Net Profit, and COGS.  

As someone who has graduated from a business school, I have internalized them deeply, but I also 

felt that there is something odd about them. A few months back, I think I finally rationalized what I felt 

for a long time. 

If you look closely, all of these business metrics are focused on how an organization captures 

value. They only look at the value brought to company owners, employees and investors. But they 

totally ignore value creation side. 

So, that's where I got the idea for design metrics, which are human-centered and focus on how we 

create value for users. They measure how users extract value from our product or service. 

Finding the balance 

Now, it's easy to go and say: "That sounds cool! Let's just focus on design metrics. If we create 

value, we will be able to extract it." That is what we designers typically do (usually even without 

tracking metrics). However, we need to measure both sides to be really sure that we are delivering 

sustainable value. 

A good example that illustrates the importance of finding a balance is a startup Jawbone, the fitness 

tracker manufacturer. Over 17 years in business, it received around $930 millions in investments 

and was recognized for creating great user products. At one point, Jawbone even got an award for 

America's favorite Bluetooth speaker. However, due to bad financial results, a company started a 
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liquidation process in 2017. From the outside, it looked like a great company, which was creating a 

lot of value for users but it just could not capture enough value to survive. 

 

Image source: cnet.com 

Design Metrics Canvas 

Design Metrics Canvas is a tool that aims to reconcile user and business goals. The left side of the 

canvas belongs to design metrics, and the right side belongs to business metrics. Each side of the 

canvas has three categories: 

1. the main metric, 

2. supporting metrics, 

3. and counter metrics. 

You can download a printable version of the canvas here. 
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1. One main design and business metric 

It is very tempting to come up with a whole laundry list of metrics. With the abundance of analytic 

tools available today, it is easy to say: "Let's just measure everything and see what comes out." 

In reality, at any given time there are only a few things (often just one) that really matters to get us to 

the next level. The key here is to find that focus and relentlessly work on it until we achieve our goal. 
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The Main Design Metric typically measures a user interaction with our product. Our task is to find 

that main interaction, which helps our users extract value. That can be an icon in an app, a button on 

a physical product or just an action that users take. For example, for Google Calendar we could say 

that the main interaction is "creating a new task" on our calendar. 

The Main Business Metric should ultimately measure financial result (e.g., increase in profit 

through an increase in revenue or a decrease in cost). After all, business comes down to creating a 

sustainable and profitable system. However, in some cases, it makes sense to use metrics that 

predict the financial result. A well-known example of such metric is MAU, which measures monthly 

active users, used by many tech startups. 

2. Supporting metrics 

Supporting metrics help us understand what levers we can pull to improve the main metric. 

 

For our Google Calendar example, we could additionally keep track of: 

● "time spent on creating a new task", 

● "tasks per day", 

● "length of a task", 

● and "guests invited per task". 
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These metrics could help us understand reasons why some customers gain more value from a 

product and how we can recreate that for other users. 

Furthermore, supporting metrics help us identify areas that need to be further researched. Whenever 

we come across data that does not make sense, it is a great opportunity for more qualitative or 

quantitative research. 

3. Counter metrics 

Counter Metrics prevent from over-optimizing for the main metric, which can lead to negative effects. 

 

Each business is a system that needs to be in balance to deliver results. When we make changes to 

a particular part of the system (product, business model, customer segment, pricing etc.), we want to 

be measuring how it is affecting other parts of the whole system and over the long run. 

Let's look at an extreme example. We could increase our revenue by giving a huge 70% discount to 

new customers. However, this could make current customers, who paid the full price, dissatisfied 

and many of them could leave in the following weeks. Counter metrics help us identify such negative 

consequences before they escalate. 

------- 
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Today, we got familiarized with the canvas. However, we did not talk how you can find metrics for 

your project. So, that's what we will do tomorrow. 

If you have any questions, please reach out to me. :) 

Cheers, Alen 

 
Day 3: How to find your design and business metrics? 
 
Hi! 

While reading the first two emails, you probably started thinking what metrics you would use for your 

project. 

There is no simple answer to this because almost every business is so unique that it will require a 

unique set of metrics. So, let's see how we can find the right metrics for your specific project. 

Finding design metrics 

There are two questions we need to answer in the process: 

● What does success look like for our users? 

● What is the main action that a user has to take to extract value from our product? 

1st step: What does success look like for our users? 

We start by identifying the outcome that users want to achieve with our product. Let's take a look at 

a few examples. 

Google Calendar users want to spend less time planning their tasks and more time actually carrying 

them out. At the same time, they do not want to forget about important tasks or meetings. 

Headspace users want less stress in their lives, and they want to improve cognitive functions. 

Car2Go users want to have benefits of car transport without the hassle of car ownership. 
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In other words, we are identifying the main value proposition of our product or service. If your 

product has more value proposition, you need to identify the one that is the most important for a 

target persona. 

2nd step: What is the main action that a user has to take to extract value 

from our product? 

The easiest way to do that is to look at our user interface (or wireframes) and identify key product 

interactions. 

Let's go back to the Google Calendar example. After looking at all possible interactions with our 

product, we have identified that the most important interaction is creating a new task because this 

helps our users stay on top of their schedule. 

 

For the Headspace example, such interaction would probably be the button play, indicating the start 

of the meditation session. In this case, we should also measure how long users meditate instead of 

just how much they click on the button. The length of the meditation is tied to the value extracted. In 

other words, in some cases, frequency or length of use indicates value too. 
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This method applies to certain physical products too. So, for Car2Go users, the main interaction is 

driving a car (and not, for example, reserving it in the app). So, in this case, we would look for the 

interaction "starting the engine", which happens in the car. In this case, it also makes sense to 

measure the length of a journey in miles and minutes. 

 

Image source: newatlas.com 

Finding business metrics 

Similar to design metrics, there are two questions that we need to answer: 

● What does success look like for our business? 

● How will we measure business success? 
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1st step: What does success look like for our business? 

The purpose of business is to be sustainable and profitable. So, the two most basic levers that we 

can pull to improve our business are: 

● increasing revenue (disproportionate to costs), 

● and decreasing cost (disproportionate to revenue). 

Ultimately, we want to show that we can either increase revenue or decrease costs, leading to 

profit. But it's not always easy to show a direct relationship towards these results. 

Sometimes we work on smaller projects that do not directly affect customers but still make our 

business better. That is why we also have 5 categories of non-financial business benefits: 

● organizational benefits (working more effectively and efficiently) 

● cultural benefits (improving internal culture) 

● talent benefits (attracting or retaining more talent) 

● data benefits (having a better quality of data) 

● brand benefits (being more attractive to customers, partners, and talent) 

2nd step: How will we measure business success? 

Once you identify financial and non-financial benefits, think which departments in our organization 

would benefit the most from this project. As business metrics are already being measured in our 

organization, the easiest thing you can do is to ask other departments what specific KPIs they 

already measure. Let's look at two examples. 

First, let's look at the Headspace app. We have identified that the "time spent meditating" is the main 

design metric, which can nicely be translated into revenue as a business benefit. The assumption is 

that users who meditate more, get more value out of it and are on average much more likely to buy 

our yearly or monthly subscription. So, the main business metric could simply be revenue. 
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Now, let's say that you have to build an internal innovation lab for our organization. In this case, the 

design metric could be a "number of project requests" that you receive from different departments 

(business departments are our customers because it is internal lab). On the other hand, the 

business metric could simply be an organizational benefit in the form of a metric "time to market" 

(i.e., number of days from idea inception to a market launch). We could start measuring how fast can 

we ship products through our innovation lab compared with our typical process. Once we have that 

number, it is also easy to further calculate how much money we are saving by being faster. 

-------- 

The interactions and business benefits we identified today are actually not good metrics. They are a 

good base but they need to be further shaped. So, tomorrow, we will look at five criterion that 

constitutes an awesome metric. 

And if you are enjoying this email series, share this email with colleagues with whom you might 

use Design Metrics Canvas. Also, please reach out to me if you have any questions. 

Cheers, Alen 
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Day 4: What is a good metric? 
 
Hello! 

Happy to see you back because today's lessons is really important. 

Yesterday, we looked at how you can find your main metrics, and we came up with a few examples. 

But to be honest, all of them are actually bad metrics. So, let's have a look at what makes a good 

one. 

Below are the five most important criterion for a good metric (as defined by Croll & Joskowitz in 

Lean Analytics):  

 

● Understandable 

○ You should be able to remember, understand and discuss it. 

● Comparable 

○ You can compare it to other time periods, groups of users, or competitors (e.g., "1% 

increase in sales conversion over the last week" communicates more than saying 

"we have 5% sales conversion") 

● Actionable 

○ You know how you need to change your design based on it. 
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○ The opposite is a vanity metric such as a number of total app downloads, which can 

only increase and hence does not give any information how we are actually doing. 

● Normalized (i.e., ratio or rate) 

○ Is actionable (e.g., "2% conversion rate (20 sign-ups from 1000 visitors)" gives your 

more information to act on than saying that you have "20 new sign-ups"). 

○ Compares factors that are opposed (e.g., ratio of paying vs. freemium user helps 

understand if we have a good balance of paying customers). 

● Focused on behavior (specific for design metrics) 

○ It's clear what interactions are tied to desired user behaviors and results (e.g., "new 

events created" in our Google Calendar example) 

Awesome design metric 

It's best if we look at yesterday's example of a Google Calendar. The main design metric that we 

identified was "new events created". First of all, you can see how this is a classical vanity metric. It 

can only go up and hence does not hold any actionable value. So, let's see how we can make it 

better: 

● OK metric: "new events created per week" (this allows us to compare our progress over 

time) 

● Good metric: "new events created per week per user" (starts measuring user behavior and 

value created) 

● Great metric: "% of users who create a new task, per week" (compares our total user base 

with those who are taking action) 

● Awesome metric: "% of users who create 3+ daily tasks, per week" (we have a specific 

amount of action user needs to take to extract value from a product) 

See how much more telling this metric is compared to the number of downloads. Not only does it 

reliably tell us if we are creating value for the user but it also gives us clear priority for our design 

work. 
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Similar metrics are used by many major tech companies. For example, Facebook measures "% of 

users who visit 6+ times a week", Twitter is measures "% of uses who visit 7+ times a month" and 

Uber measures "% of users who take at least 1 weekly trip". 

Awesome business metric 

Now, let's have a look at how the business metrics for Google Calendar could look like: 

1. OK metric: yearly revenue (time frame too long; not really actionable) 

2. Good metric: revenue per user (measures revenue per user but does not show if we are 

adding or losing users in total) 

3. Great metric: Net Add (= number of paid subscribers - number of subscribers who canceled; 

measures progress but does not account for different levels of pricing (e.g., we might have 

lost 110 customer and gained only 100 but the customer we acquired are on average paying 

more money than those who left, so our Net Add is negative but we have improved our 

revenue) 

4. Awesome metric: Weekly Net Add Revenue (Net Add translated into financial value, allows 

us to compare weekly cohorts of users) 

An awesome example is also the main metric used by Moz, a company offering marketing software 

to more than 35.000 customers. Their main business metric is Daily Net Add. 

------- 

Tomorrow, we will look at a simple framework (Progress Sheet) that will help you keep track of the 

progress and help you present that progress with external stakeholders. 

If you have any questions, please reach out to me. 

Cheers, 

Alen 
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Day 5: How to track and present progress? 

So, by now you should know how to find and shape your metrics. Now, we have to set our goal for 

the main metric, keep track of our progress and present it to stakeholders. 

Tracking progress 

Once we have our main metric, we need to define our goal. So, for our Google Calendar example, 

we could say that we want at least 30% of users to create their 3+ daily tasks (measured weekly). I 

suggest you talk to colleagues from other departments in this process. They can help you 

understand what the realistic and good goal is. 

After we have our goal, we start running experiments to find the way to achieve our goal. We look at 

our main and supporting metrics to get ideas for new experiments, which we then evaluate with 

continuous measurements. For example, we could change the position of a button "new task" on the 

Google Calendar, hoping that it will lead to more users creating tasks. 

We can track our progress with a Progress Sheet (such as the one below), which visually shows 

our progress and actions we are taking to achieve our goal. You can use two separate sheets, one 

for the design and one for the business metric, which will also help you identify the relationship 

between the two. 
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Presenting progress 

Here is an example of how you can share the progress in a meeting: 

● "Hi, everyone! The main goal of this project is to help users save time and remind them 

about their tasks." --> start by stating main user goal 

● "Together, we've decided that we will measure our goal with "% of users who create 3+ daily 

tasks" and our goal is to reach 30% on that metric." --> state the metric and your goal 

● "We started 2 months ago at 12.5% and so far got to 23%. The steps we took since the last 

meeting were... That helped us increase the metric for another 4%." --> explain your 

progress so far and the actions since the last meeting 

● "On the business side, we have agreed to measure Monthly Net Add Revenue. We started at 

200.000$, and our goal is to get to 400.000$. So far we were able to reach 350.000$, which 

also proves that our design work is directly related to our business success." - state business 

goal, current progress, and if you see any correlations 

● "Our proposed next steps are..." --> finish by proposing your next steps 

Sounds good, ha? But not every project will be as smooth as this one. 

What to do if you are not making progress? 

In general, there are two reasons why you might not be making progress. You are either tracking the 

wrong metrics, or you are missing some crucial information. 

When you define your first set of metric, you might get it wrong. And that's fine. Finding the right 

metric is also an iterative process. That's why we track supporting metrics and counter metrics. If 

you see that you metric is not aligned with your goal, look for a new one and repeat the process. 

Another option is to go back to the qualitative research and try to identify blind posts. Quantitative 

measures can tell you what is happening but they don't explain the why behind it. So, whenever you 

are faced with a data that does not make sense, talk to your customers. 

------- 
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Using the Design Metrics Canvas for your project 

I suggest you download the framework and test it on your current or upcoming project. You can print 

it out on a big poster and fill it out with your team. I suggest you invite all team members because 

you all need to agree on the big goal. 

When defining business goals, you might want to invite colleagues from other departments too. They 

can help you quickly point out metrics being used in other parts of the organization that you can use 

too. 

Ideally, you would do this at the beginning of every design project. Having clear goals would help 

you show the value of the design work. Even more importantly, it will help you understand what the 

real goal of the project is and shape the scope of it. Design Metrics Canvas is also a tool that helps 

us designers move from just executing tasks to shape strategic questions. 

----- 

Cool. So that is it in this course. As always, do not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions. 

Would love to help. 

Cheers, 

Alen 
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